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Abstract
Variety of display media (e.g., signboard and display) have been placed everywhere and a
variety of information is presented in the real world. Although this situation allows us to get
more information, our views tend to be confused with a lot of information. The information
overload in the real world comes from disorderly installment and excessive presentation of
various displays, and brings diculties in information acquisition such as hindrance to users’
awareness of useful information, interference with a view or appearance of physical objects,
and increase in cognitive load on users. To solve the problem of information overload, this
research aims to realize adaptive visualization of information. To achieve this end, this
dissertation makes a research question: how should information be presented adaptively in
the real world, and proposes a methodology for information overlay on physical objects.
The key idea behind the methodology is to give meanings to physical objects by overlaying
information on the physical objects while preserving the original characteristics of the object
(e.g., appearance or texture of the physical object). This method allows users to choose
adaptively either the original feature of the physical object or information overlaid on the
physical object. In this research, the methodology for information overlay is pursued by
means of the following three approaches: (1) information hiding to insert information invisibly
to physical objects, (2) information harmonization to acclimate information to surface of
physical objects, and (3) information elimination to attach simple information to physical
objects. The eciency of each approach was veried with case studies. In the case study
of the information hiding, a system is implemented for visualizing information hidden in
physical objects. The hidden information is visualized in shadows of physical objects when
users create shadows of physical objects. Therefore, this system realize a mechanism of
adaptive visualization of information because information is visualized only in particular
situation. In the case study of the information harmonization, a display is implemented
for acclimating digital information to surface of physical materials made with fur. This
display realizes a mechanism of adaptive visualization of information because information is
harmonized with physical objects and environments. In the case study of the information
elimination, a toolkit is implemented for working with electrical circuits that treat electronic
devices easily. This toolkit realize a mechanism of adaptive visualization of information
because appearance of physical object is simplied using a toy garden metaphor. These case
studies show possibility of adaptive visualization of information by overlaying information
on physical objects. Therefore, this research demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed
methodology that realizes information overlay on physical objects to reduce a burden of
information overload in the real world.
Abstract
ポスターや看板，ディスプレイなどのメディアが街中の至る所に設置されるようになり，実世界
には多様な情報が提示されるようになった．これにより，我々は多くの情報を取得可能となっ
た反面，我々の視界は常に多くの情報にさらされるようになるといった実世界における情報過
多の問題が引き起こされている．実世界における情報過多は具体的に，有益な情報への気付き
の阻害，景観や物の外観への干渉，取得した情報を解釈する認知的負荷の増大といった問題を引
き起こすことが懸念される．その原因として，メディアを乱立させる，個々のメディアから情
報を強調的に提示する，個々のメディアから多くの情報を提示するといったことが考えられる．
本研究では，このような実世界上の情報過多の問題の解決策として，適応的な情報提示手法
の実現を目指す．そのために本研究では，どのように情報を適応的に提示するべきか，という
リサーチクエスチョンを立て，それに対して，実物体に情報を重畳する手法を提案する．この
提案手法では，情報提示のみを目的としたメディアを設置するのではなく，情報伝達を介在す
る実物体に情報を重畳することによって，特定の意味を付与する．すなわち，実物体としての
外観やテクスチャなどの機能を持ちながら情報を包含するオブジェクトを作成し，ユーザには
実物体としての機能を使用すること，もしくは実物体が包含する情報を取得することを適応的
に選択することを可能にする．
本研究では，この提案手法について，(1) 情報秘匿：実物体に，普段は視認できないように
情報を重畳する，(2) 情報馴致：実物体の表面に，テクスチャに馴染むように情報を重畳する，
(3) 情報剪定：実物体に，別の単純化された情報を重畳するといった 3つのアプローチを，ケー
ススタディを基に検証を行った．(1) 情報秘匿のケーススタディとして，実物体の中に埋め込
まれた情報を，影の中にだけ視覚化することができるシステムを実装した．このシステムでは，
実物体に対して普段は視認できないが，ある特定の条件下でのみ，隠された情報が視覚化され
るような，適応的な情報提示の仕組みを実現できる．(2) 情報馴致のケーススタディとして，毛
皮の中にディジタルな情報を提示するディスプレイを実装した．このディスプレイでは，実物
体もしくは実環境の物理的な素材に調和して緩やかに情報が提示されるような適応的な情報提
示の仕組みを実現できる．(3) 情報剪定のケーススタディとして，複雑な形状を持つ物体であ
る電子部品の外観を箱庭に見立てることによって単純化し，電子工作に興味を持たないユーザ
でも親しみやすく扱いやすい電子工作体験ツールキットを実装した．このツールキットでは，
実物体が持つ情報を削ぎ落とすような，適応的な情報提示の仕組みを実現できる．
これらのケーススタディによって，実物体に情報を重畳し，適応的に情報を提示することが
可能であることが確認されたことから，提案手法は実世界における情報取得を円滑化する情報
提示方式として有効であることが示唆された．
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1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the dissertation by presenting the motivation behind
the research and by setting the research questions and elaborating on the approaches that
were followed.
1.1 Motivation
We acquire various kinds of information through our sensory modalities: visual, auditory,
tactile (touch), taste, and olfactory (smell). Particularly, visual information is the most
important because the amount of information acquired through vision exceeds that obtained
by the other senses[37]. Nowadays, a variety of visual information is presented everywhere
in the real world. In terms of presentation media, there are not only physical and static
media (e.g., signboards, posters, yers, and bulletin boards) but also digital and dynamic
media (e.g., displays, electronic bulletin boards, and digital signage). Although this situation
exposes us to large amounts of information, we tend to become confused when confronted
with too much information. Many examples of media installed in a disorderly manner and
the excessive presentation of various displays can be found. This tends to cause \information
overload" in the real world. Normally, information overload means diculties in acquiring
digital information from World Wide Web and digital devices such as smartphone and PCs.
Such a digital information overload results in a situation in which humans are continuously
exposed to various types of information through media such as television and the Internet,
thereby making it dicult to nd particular information and hindering the ability to make
decisions[48, 58].Similarly, information overload in the real world also causes several problems
such as the following:
（1）Hindrance of users' awareness of useful information,
（2）Interference with a view or the appearance of physical objects, and
（3）Increase in users' cognitive load.
This dissertation aims to address the problem of information overload by proposing a method-
ology for presenting information in a way such that it facilitates information acquisition in
the real world.
1.2 Solution to Information Overload on the Web
Information overload indicates situations in which information acquisition is dicult for
users because huge amount of information accessible through computers and on the World
Wide Web. Especially, the number of web pages has been steadily increasing since the early
1990s. As a growth of information society, information media (e.g., display media, personal
computers and handheld devices) have widely spread. The growth of the information society
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has led to the widespread use of information media (e.g., display media, personal computers,
and handheld devices). This has been responsible for the problem of information overload,
i.e., users’ over-exposure to excessive amounts of information and their consequent inability
to nd useful information. As a solution to the problem of such information overload, there
are three approaches: information search, information recommendation, and information
visualization. These three approaches are briey explained in the following subsections.
1.2.1 Information Search
Query-based search systems are well known as typical information search systems. These
search systems allow users to search web pages by inputting a search term into the search
box. A category search system is another type of an information search system. This system
allows users to select from existing categories that describe their needs, and enable them to
nd web pages. This system enables users to nd specic web pages and information available
on the Internet.
Search systems using natural interaction have been developed and evaluated[17]. A search
system accepting voice commands allows users to input search terms by speaking. This system
enables users to search for information without typing. There is also an image retrieval system
that allows users to search for images by inputting image data into the search box. The image
retrieval system responds by presenting new images similar to those used as input as the search
results. These systems enable users to search for information quickly and intuitively.
The concept of exploratory search supports users without clear search requests[56]. Based
on this concept, a search system helps users to arrive at information of their interest through
human-machine interaction.
These methods to search for information allow users to access the necessary information.
In addition, the search systems can reduce the burden of information overload because users
can extract particular information eciently from among a large collection of information
and data on the Web. In the real world, there are methods that enable users to search for
and acquire information. Navigation systems using a global positioning system (GPS) allow
users to identify particular locations and to present them with potential real-world routes to
reach the place. Digital signage arranged in shopping malls allows users to search for the
location of particular shops and to view the details. Since these systems can help users to
search for information such as location and details of a particular place in the real world,
they could be a solution to the information overload.
1.2.2 Information Recommendation
Information recommendation systems have been used on electronic commerce (e-commerce)
sites such as amazon.com1, and make it possible to recommend merchandise based on users’
histories on the web site. GroupLens developed by Riedl et al. and ringo developed by
Shardanand et al. are the original information recommendation systems[39, 45]. These sys-
1https://www.amazon.com/
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tems were developed by using an algorithm that can provide users with information based
on their tastes and comments, and users can obtain useful information semi-automatically.
This technology, which is known as collaborative ltering, has been applied to various in-
formation recommendation systems[15, 49]. Park et al. proposed a system for restaurant
recommendation to help groups of users with multi-criteria decision-making[35]. Kobayashi
and Saito proposed an information recommendation system based on large amounts of per-
sonal data[24]. This system operates beside a normal search engine that exploits topical news
information without relying on any user prole data. Han et al. proposed a big data model
for recommender systems using social network data[14].
The notication systems of cellphones and PCs constitute other forms of information recom-
mendation. These systems notify users by providing information (e.g., messages from friends
and Web page updating) at any time by sending them e-mail or using push notications.
These methods of information recommendation allow users to acquire useful information
eciently. Moreover, the information recommendation system can reduce the burden of
information overload because users can acquire their favorite information without having
to search for it. Real-world methods that enable information recommendation to facilitate
information acquisition do exist. Notication systems using GPS and Beacon make it possible
to send users information from any particular location in the real world. Users can obtain
information about the location by traveling to the particular area. This system can provide
users with information adaptively in the user’s locational context; thus, this system could
be a solution to information overload in the real world.
1.2.3 Information Visualization
Information visualization is a technique for representing information visually by using
words, graphics, and animation. This technique allows users to understand the relation
between amounts of data intuitively. The early 1990s saw the development of various in-
formation visualizers using 3D and interactive animation[40]. Harman et al. surveyed the
graph visualization and navigation technique[18]. This survey introduced an overview of ex-
isting layouts in graph visualization and classied the types of visualization techniques. Keim
proposed a classication of information visualization and visual data mining techniques[23].
This classication is based on the data type to be visualized, the visualization technique,
and the interaction and distortion technique. Gleicher et al. proposed a general taxonomy of
visual designs for comparison[12]. This taxonomy provides three fundamental categories of
visual design. Sadana and Stasko presented novel interactions for performing advanced gen-
eralized selections on tablet-based visualization systems[41]. The proposed method provides
a uid mechanism to control the attributes and parameters of selection. A tag cloud, which
is included in the method for information visualization[16, 22], represents the importance of
keywords among text data on websites in a dierent font size or color. This enables users to
understand the importance of text data on websites visually.
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1.3 Presenting Information in the Real World
The previous section introduced existing solution to information overload. Existing meth-
ods of information visualization allow users to understand complex information intuitively by
representing text data with visual expression using graphs and animations. However, adapt-
ing information visualization for real-world use has not been realized yet. These methods do
not change the appearance of physical objects and an environment for information abstrac-
tion in the real world. This research attempts to realize similar information visualization in
the real world by controlling the visibility of information.
This section focuses on a method of presenting visual information in the real world to
verify a principle of this research's solution to information overload. From Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) point of view, this section classies a method of presenting information
depending physical environment into three types of contents: xed, variable, and overlaid
contents, reviews the problems associated with information overload for each of these types.
1.3.1 Fixed Contents
Fixed contents include posters and signboards. These contents involve presenting particular
xed information statically within a physical space. Therefore, if the amount of information
were to increase, the view of the real world would be spoiled by enlarged information and
media, which will occupy the physical space. Moreover, most of these contents utilize illu-
mination and colors to emphasize their existence because they are intended to attract users'
attention. That will make it dicult for users to notice the information they really need to
know.
1.3.2 Variable Contents
Variable contents include digital signage and electronic signboards. These contents present
multiple types of information dynamically on a physical space. Therefore, the presented
information can be increased without increasing the physical space. Moreover, this type of
contents usually needs lights in order to present multiple types information alternatively. This
inevitably causes the presented information to be emphasized more than its surroundings and
may spoil a beautiful view of the real world.
1.3.3 Overlaid Contents
Overlaid contents include augmented reality (AR) and a notication by using beacons.
In these contents, virtual information is overlaid onto a physical space in the real world.
The overlaid information can be presented on users' handheld devices only in the particular
physical area. AR technology can present characters and icons as virtual objects, as if they
existed in the real world. Beacons can send information related to the particular physical area
to users’ handheld devices when the users are in the same area. When these contents are
used, information does not exist physically in the real world, and the real-world scenery can
be preserved as it is. However, users need to acquire information via their handheld devices.
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It is unnatural for humans to acquire information from the surrounding environment using
this type of interaction because it requires additional eort.
1.4 Research Question and Approaches
Figure 1.1 shows the relative positions of each type of contents explained in the previous
section. The xed contents such as posters and signboards can only present few kinds of
information. The variable contents, such as display monitors, digital signage, and electronic
bulletin boards, can present many kinds of information. Additionally, the variable contents
can present more information with the same information media than the case of xed contents.
However, the information media always exist in these two type of contents. In contrast, the
overlaid contents, such as presenting information from particular places by using augmented
reality and beacons can present more kinds of information than the variable contents. This
research considers a method for presenting information more appropriately than the overlaid
contents. However, the existing approach to overlaid contents requires the use of a device
equipped with a camera and a monitor such as smartphones, tablet-type devices, and head-
mounted displays (HMD), in order to visualize information. This requirement forces users to
perform unnatural actions in situations in the real world. This research realizes a mechanism
of adaptive visualization using suitable interaction for situations in the real world.
This dissertation addresses the following research question with respect to the realization
of this mechanism.
 RQ: How should information be presented adaptively in the real world?
To answer the research question, overlaying information on physical objects is the key idea
in this dissertation. The following three approaches describe detail of the idea.
 A1: Inserting information invisibly into physical objects.
 A2: Acclimating information to physical objects.
 A3: Attaching simple information to physical objects.
These methods allow users to adaptively choose either the original function of the physical
object or the information overlaid on the physical object. The three problems are introduced
in the section 1.1 regarding information overload in the real world: (1) hindrance to users'
awareness of useful information, (2) interference with a view or appearance of physical objects,
and (3) increase in cognitive load on users. These problems (1), (2), and (3) are resolved or
mediated respectively with the above-mentioned approaches A1, A2, and A3.
1.5 Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 surveys the existing approaches and
methods that are used for information acquisition from the physical environment, and explains
5
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the position of this research within the broader research eld and the details of the proposed
methodology. Chapter 3 presents the rst case study of the information hiding (A1). The
system proposed in this case study involves two types of applications for information hiding
using physical objects. Chapter 4 contains the other case study of information hiding (A1).
The system proposed in this case study enables information to be inserted invisibly into
physical objects and to visualize the inserted information selectively by interacting with the
physical objects as information media. Chapter 5 presents a case study of the information
harmonization (A2). The system proposed in this case study enables the acclimatization of
digital information to the surface of physical objects. Chapter 6 contains a case study of
the information elimination (A3). The method proposed in this case study attaches simple
information to physical objects, and enables the simplication of complex information in the
physical objects. Chapter 7 discusses application of each approach for information overlay on
physical objects, and the contributions of this research. Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation.
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2 Information Overlay for Adaptive Visualization
This chapter presents a description of the concept of this research. This dissertation intro-
duces the following RQ: How should information be presented adaptively in the real world?
There are various methods that could be used to accomplish this. Section 2.1 introduces
related work and claries the dierence between the existing work and this research. Sec-
tion 2.2 explains the concept of \adaptive visualization" and section 2.3 explains the details
of the approach: the information overlay on physical objects to answer the RQ.
2.1 Information Acquisition from the Physical Environment
This section surveys the methods for information acquisition from the physical environment
from three viewpoints: manipulating virtual information via physical objects, recognizing vir-
tual information via natural phenomena and understanding information via simple materials.
2.1.1 Manipulating Virtual Information via Physical Objects
Many systems that allow users to manipulate and acquire virtual information via physical
objects have been developed to date. The foundation of these systems is the concept of a
\Tangible bit" proposed by Ishii and Ullmer in 1997[19]. This concept describes a method
that enables the manipulation of information in computers by manipulating tangible objects,
and this encourages the realization of Ubiquitous computing and Calm technology proposed
by Weiser and Seely[55]. Various researchers have developed a tangible user interface (TUI).
There are interfaces that allow users to manipulate virtual information provided by displays
by using the characteristics and aordance of physical objects[31, 54, 28]. These methods
enable the intuitive manipulation of virtual information and objects being displayed. More-
over, some physical objects have input devices although they do not have the appearance of
electronic input devices[53].
These are examples that realize information acquisition by the natural interaction between
users and physical objects. However, many of these methods have to use display monitors
to present information; thus, these methods are not a direct solution to the problem of
information overload. Against these methods, this research uses physical material or physical
phenomena in the real world to present information, rather than using existing display media.
2.1.2 Recognizing Virtual Information via Physical Phenomena
A number of methods that allow users to recognize virtual information via physical phe-
nomena have been developed thus far. Some of them express particular information by
digitally controlling the shapes and conditions of physical objects by computer. Grati Fur
developed by Sugiura et al. enables information to be presented in fur by using a mechanism
that enables the color of fur to be changed according to the direction of the fur[50]. LIME,
which was developed by Lu et al. enables information to be presented physically by moving
and changing the shape of liquid metal[30]. Lindlbauer et al. proposed physical interfaces
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that can present information instead of using computers. These interfaces contain a diuser
as component that can change its transparency by electrostatic charging[29].
Methods capable of inserting information media into physical objects and environments
have been proposed. Fugacious Film proposed by Kwon et al. is a thin and exible display
that can be controlled by computer[26]. This system makes it possible to change the surface
of physical objects into display media by attaching a thin display to permeable objects. Other
methods use a uid (e.g., fog or water) as display media[42, 25]. A thin low-energy display
that can appear in a physical environment without incongruity was also developed[13].
Methods that can present virtual information physically in the real world function by con-
trolling physical objects individually as pixels. Materiable, which was developed by Nakagaki
et al., is a deformable touch display[32]. The display contains physical pixels that can be
actuated up and down and changed color so that the display can present color and 3D infor-
mation physically. Zooids, which was developed by LeGoc et al., is an interface that enables
graphical information to be expressed onto a table[27]. The interface consists of multiple de-
vices that can move individually on the table and presents information because the individual
devices move to arbitrary places. JOLED, which was developed by Sahoo et al., is a mid-air
display using supersonic oating objects. This display can also rotate the oating objects so
that the display can present color information[43].
As mentioned above, methods that express particular information by digitally controlling
the shapes and conditions of physical objects, methods that insert information media into
physical objects and environments, and methods that present virtual information physically in
the real world by individually controlling physical objects functioning as pixels enable virtual
information to be harmonized with physical objects and the physical environment. These
methods enable users to recognize digital information directly from physical objects and the
environment without any display media. In contrast to these methods, this research proposes
a method for presenting information that enables digital information to be harmonized with
the existing physical environment.
2.1.3 Understanding Information via Simple Materials
Various methods that allow users to understand complex information via simple informa-
tion have been developed thus far. Several methods encourage the understanding of infor-
mation by replacing complex information with simple information. Systems and tools for
children and novice users simplify appearances in order to make them easy to use for users
who do not have special knowledge and skills. Seo et al. proposed tangible objects that allow
children to manipulate information in tablet-type devices[44]. There are methods that en-
able people to study programming by manipulating tangible objects[57, 21]. Buechley et al.
proposed a toolkit for studying special knowledge through manipulating tangible objects[4].
There are also several toolkits without tangible objects for novice users. These toolkits allow
users to experience essential amusement in the form of DIY (do it yourself) without acquiring
new knowledge and skills[38, 1, 6].
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Several methods encourage users to acquire new knowledge by replacing the new knowledge
with objects with which users are familiar. Buechley et al. proposed a method that allows
participants to build electronic circuits by sowing[3, 5]. The workshop can change electrical
work to a familiar experience for children and novices who have never worked with electronic
circuits by using a conductive thread to wire electronic devices. There are approaches that
help users to acquire new knowledge by using knowledge familiar to them as metaphors of
the new knowledge and concepts[8].
Nowadays, various systems that support users' fabrications have been proposed as in-
dicated by the penetration of 3D printers and cutting machines[11, 2]. Olberding et al.
proposed a toolkit that can simplify the creation of 3D objects including electronic circuits
and devices[34]. By using this tool, users can print lines for cutting and breaking electronic
conductors collectively and produce 3D objects including actuators and sensors from printed
paper. FlexiBend developed by Chien et al. is a toolkit that enables 3D objects to be made
to input modules easily[7]. By inserting band shapes of sensors into 3D objects, users can
create tangible interfaces that detect input manipulation according to the deformation of the
3D objects. SensorTape, which was developed by Dementyev et al., consists of tape including
electronic circuits with bending sensors, distance sensors, and LEDs[9]. Because electronic
circuits are incorporated into the tape, users can attach the electronic circuits to a variety of
shaped objects and interact with various real objects. Moreover, users can cut and connect
the tape to enable them to easily attach the circuits to 3D objects.
As mentioned above, methods that encourage the understanding of information by replacing
complex information with simple information, methods that encourage users to acquire new
knowledge by replacing the new knowledge with objects familiar to users and methods that
support fabrication with the use of computers allow users to understand information easily
and to perform advanced actions. However, most of these approaches are intended to simplify
information on the computer by replacing it with simple objects. Against these methods, the
approach followed in this research is to simplify the appearance of physical objects or complex
information presented on the physical objects.
2.2 Adaptive Visualization
This research aims to realize the adaptive visualization of information from physical ob-
jects and the environment as a solution to the problem of information overload. When users
acquire information from around the environment in the real world, they proceed through
these processes: (1) notice existence of the information, (2) interest in the information, (3)
nd details of the information (Figure 2.1{2.3). (1) is push-type information access by which
the environment provides information to users, and (2) is pull-type information access that
enables users to acquire information from the environment. Therefore, information acquisi-
tion in the real world involves a transition from push-type to pull-type information access.
Adaptive visualization of information in the real world enables the intensity of the push-type
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information access to be controlled. It also enables the amount of visible information of the
pull-type information to be accessed as a situation consisting of users and the environment.
There are two types of information users usually need to acquire for safety reasons such as
information displayed on a trac sign and a stop sign. In addition, the second type involves
information users are required to adaptively acquire because of their needs such as information
about events and shops provided by posters and signboards. The type of information that
should usually be acquired by users should be emphasized rather than distributed around
the environment. On the other hand, the type of information that should be adaptively
acquired by users should be changed emphasis of existence and details according to situation
of environment and users' contexts. However, nowadays, many posters and signboards include
a large amount of detailed information and all of it is emphasized. Adaptive visualization
of information in the real world is intended to design a process of transition from push-type
information access to pull-type information access according as the situation of users in the
environment.
2.3 Information Overlay
This research attempts the following approach: information overlay on physical objects as
a method for adaptive visualization of information about physical objects and environments.
This method gives meanings to physical objects by overlaying information on the physical
objects while preserving the original functions of the object (e.g., appearance or texture of the
physical object). This method allows users to adaptively select either the original function of
the physical object or the information overlaid on the physical object. To achieve this end,
it is necessary to verify how to visualize information adaptively from physical objects and
how to overlay information on physical objects. This research establishes the following three
methods of information overlay to realize adaptive visualization from physical objects.
 A1: Information hiding: inserting information into physical objects invisibly
 A2: Information harmonization: acclimatizing information to the surface of physical
objects
 A3: Information elimination: attaching simple information to physical objects
In this dissertation the \elimination" means abstraction of information by substituting the
appearance of the physical object. Chapter 3 and 4 describe the case study of A1, and the
case studies of A2 and A3 are given in the chapters 5 and 6.
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Figure 2.1: (1) Push-type information access.
Figure 2.2: (2) Interest in the information.
Figure 2.3: (3) Pull-type information access.
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3 Information Hiding: Visualization by light
This chapter describes the rst case study of the information hiding (A1). This case study
associates physical objects with shadows in order to hide and visualize information adaptively.
We recognize shadows unconsciously as part of everyday life. Shadows are a phenomenon
that is inextricably linked to light. Many people recognize the common features of shadows
(e.g., they are black or achromatic, reect the shape of the object, and follows the movement
of the object or light source). However, we rarely think about their existence and simply
accept their characteristics without consideration. This study investigates the possibility
of generating shadows with more details of the objects and independent movements. This
approach allows the user to become aware of a dierent viewpoint by intentionally subverting
their normal expectations, specically, the idea that a shadow is always simpler than the
object that casts it and moves in the same way as the object.
A system developed in this study produces a dynamic shadow by using a static object that
is held above a table. This system projects a shadow that is does not appear to be similar
to the true object by using infrared (IR) light and sharp cut (SC) lters to block out only a
specic wavelength.
3.1 System Components
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the proposed system. The system consists of IR light
sources, a camera to capture IR light, a projector, a screen in the shape of a table, and
various objects that create shadows. When objects are placed on the table and illuminated
by the IR light, the system creates shadows invisible to the human eye. An SC-74 lter
(Fuji Film Corp.) is attached to the CCD camera (Watec Co., Ltd.; IR lens, Tamron Co.,
Ltd.) to transmit IR light with a wavelength of over 740 nm. A DILAD screen (Kimoto Co.,
Ltd.), which is suitable for back projection, is used as the screen material because it enables
both the projection of invisible shadows by the IR light and the production of images by the
projector. By placing the projector underneath the screen, interference of the image from the
projector and the invisible shadow from the IR light is avoided. The IR light sources include
two types of handheld lights, each produces dierent infrared wavelength: 810nm and 940nm,
and an arm light which can be adjusted to produce one of four wavelengths: 770, 810, 870,
and 940 nm3.2.
3.2 Application 1: Layered Shadow
3.2.1 Object
Figure 3.3 shows the structure of the object used to cast invisible shadows. IR lters are
included as layers of the object. IR-76 lters are used on the outside of the object, and IR-88
lters are used inside of the object. These two types of lters and a material to block all of
the light | a piece of black drawing paper in this case | are attached, so the object has
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Figure 3.1: System components.
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Figure 3.2: Infrared light sources (Left: handheld light, Right: arm light).
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Figure 3.3: Structure of object for Layered Shadow application.
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Figure 3.4: Shadow shapes casted by dierent wavelength in Layered shadow application.
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(a) with 940nm IR light (b) with 810nm IR light
Figure 3.5: Shadows generated by IR lights
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three layers. Figure 3.4 shows how the object shape is congured by selectively transmitting
and blocking light at two dierent wavelengths.
3.2.2 Interaction
The application was created to present the object shadow with more details than the real
object. The object appearance is only a black outline of a house shape, but the projected
shadow has the shape of a house with a window. By shining infrared light on the object
standing on the screen, the object shadow, which has a dierent prole than the object, ap-
pears on the screen. Shadows that the user can see are extended shadows from the projector,
and dier from the standard experience of shadows that is nothing more than the outline
of the objects. Figure 3.5 shows pictures of the system at work: Figure 3.5 (a) shows the
shadow of a train generated by illuminating with 940 nm infrared light. The train object
does not have windows, whereas its shadow has windows. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the shadow
of a train generated by illuminating it with 810 nm infrared light. The passengers and straps
appear in the generated shadow.
3.3 Application 2: Animated Shadow
3.3.1 Object
Figure 3.6 shows the structure of the object, the inside of which consists of four layers: a
material that blocks the light (in this case, a piece of black drawing paper) and three IR lters
(IR-90, IR-82, and IR-78). By making each layer with a dierent shape, dierent shadows are
produced when the object is illuminated with light beams of dierent wavelengths (Figure
3.7). Since the SC-74 lters are attached to both sides of the object, the user cannot see the
internal structure.
3.3.2 Interaction
An application was created to demonstrate that the object shadow seems to be moving.
A user can interact with this application by holding objects above the table and generating
shadows. The object is black and in the shape of an arrow. When the object is illuminated
with 940 nm light, the shadow seen in Figure 3.8 (a) is created. Light with wavelengths of
870, 810, and 770 nm generates the shadows shown in Figures 3.8 (b), 3.8 (c), and 3.8 (d),
respectively. Thus, changing the wavelengths in this order creates an eect that produces the
shadow of the object seems to be moving.
3.4 Experiment
This case study veried of the performance of various IR lters in selectively blocking cer-
tain IR wavelengths for the proposed system. This experiment fabricated a sample consisting
of 12 lters (SC-74 to IR-96) attached to a retroreective material and illuminated the sample
with ve wavelengths: 700, 770, 810, 870, and 940 nm Figure 3.9 shows the experimental
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Figure 3.6: Object for application 2.
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Figure 3.8: Moving shadows.
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setting. The sample was illuminated with IR light, and the casted shadow was captured by
camera from on high. Figure 3.10 shows the captured shadows as a result. When the sample
was illuminated with 700 nm light, the light was blocked by all the lters, while illumination
with 770 nm light resulted in light being transmitted by the SC-74 lter only. In the case of
810 nm light, the IR-78 lter and shorter-wavelength lters transmitted the light, while the
IR-82 lter and longer-wavelength lters blocked the light. For 870 nm light, the IR-84 lter
and shorter-wavelength lters transmitted light, and the IR-88 lter and longer-wavelength
lters blocked light. Illumination with 940 nm light, resulted in light being transmitted by
the IR-90 lter and shorter-wavelength lters, while the IR-94 and IR-96 lters blocked light.
In our proposed system, we need to choose lters that oer a clear dierence in the trans-
mission when the wavelengths are changed. Thus, we selected the SC-74, IR-78, IR-82 and
IR-90 lters to block the four wavelengths 700, 770, 810, and 870 nm, respectively.
3.5 Summary
This chapter described a case study of the information hiding to insert information invisibly
to physical objects. The case study demonstrated the visualization of particular information
adaptively by using physical objects and shadows, and the proposed system allows users to
acquire multiple information selectively from one physical object according as changing types
of light sources.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental setting for inspecting combination of infrared wavelengths and IR
lters.
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Figure 3.10: Experiment.
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4 Information Hiding: Visualization by Object
This chapter describes the other case study of the information hiding (A1). This case study
also associates physical objects with shadows in order to hide and visualize information adap-
tively. A method for creating extended shadows is possible to embed invisible information
into an object and then to visualize by performing a specic action. The previous system
introduced in chapter 3 hides information within an object, and dierent shadows are cast
from the object when it is placed under light of dierent wavelengths. The previous system
introduced uses an object comprising an infrared (IR) pass lter. The user can create the
shadow selectively by irradiating the object with light of specic wavelengths. The shape of
the shadow depends on the IR light wavelength.
This system realizes a method for hiding information inside an actual object and viewing
the hidden information as shadows selectively by rotating the object. This method allows
the user to change the shape of the shadow.
4.1 System
The proposed system creates shadows using the properties of polarizing plates and 1/2
wavelength boards. The 1/2 wavelength boards are xed between two polarizing plates with
the same polarization direction. The resulting angle between the optical axis of the boards and
the polarization direction is assumed to be  (Figure 4.1). Figure 4.2 shows the mechanism
of blocking lights with two pieces of polarizing plate and a 1/2 wavelength board. If  is
45, the direction of the light rotates by 90. The second polarizing plate blocks the light by
rotating the light direction by 90 through the 1/2 wavelength board. This system creates
invisible shadows caused by the IR light. The shadow may not be created even if  = 45,
depending on the wavelength of the IR light. Therefore, a user can control the creation of
shadows by changing the wavelength of the IR light.
Two dierent objects (object-1 and object-2) are created for the application. Figure 4.3
shows object-1.The inside of the object comprises a plastic board and two pieces of 1/2
wavelength boards. Each 1/2 wavelength board has a dierent shape and optical axis and,
hence, rotation of the irradiated object changes the shape of the shadow cast. SC-74 lters
attached to both sides of the object prevent the user from viewing the internal structure
of the object. Object-2 is shown in Figure 4.4. The inside of the object comprises a plastic
board and a number of pieces of 1/2 wavelength boards with the same shape but two dierent
optical axes. IR-80 lters attached to specic places change the light permeability according
to varying IR light wavelengths.
Figure 4.5 shows an outline of the proposed system. The system comprises an IR light
source, two polarizing plates, an IR camera, a projector, and a screen. When the objects
are placed on a table illuminated by IR light, the system creates shadows that are invisible
to the human eye. An SC-74 lter is attached to the CCD camera to transmit the IR light.
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Figure 4.1: Polarizing plate and 1/2 wavelength board
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Figure 4.2: Blocking lights with polarizers and 1/2 wavelength board
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The screen, which is suitable for back projection, enables projection of the invisible shadows
cast by the IR light and images produced by a projector. Placing the projector underneath
the screen inhibits the interference of the image from the projector and the invisible shadow.
The IR light source can be adjusted to produce one of two wavelengths: 770 and 940 nm.
The polarizing plate for the IR light is attached to the light source, and that for the visible
light is attached to the screen.
4.2 Applications
An application of the method was created to cast shadows of dierent shapes from an
original object. A user can see the shadow shapes by placing the object over a screen and
change the shadow shapes by tilting the object. When the light wavelength is 770 nm, two
dierent shadows appear depending on the object angle, and when the light wavelength is
940 nm, the shadows become unclear. Figure 4.6 shows the shadows created using Object-1
(shown in Figure 4.3). If the user creates a shadow using the 770 nm light, a picture appears
that can be changed from the shape of a bear to that of a frog by tilting the object. Figure
4.7 shows the shadows created using Object-2 (shown in Fig. 4.4). If the user creates a
shadow using the 770 nm light, a letter \A" appears; the shadow can be changed from \A"
to \B" by tilting the object.
4.3 Experiment
This case study veried the types of polarizing plates applied to the proposed system.
A combination of two polarizing plates (for visible and infrared light) was selected for the
experiment, which allowed for casting clear shadows. The brightness of the casted shadows
was compared for the following three combinations: (a) two polarizers for visible light, (b) one
polarizer each for visible and infrared light, and (c) two polarizers for infrared light. In each
combination, the casted shadows, when  was 0 and 45, were captured by a CCD camera
placed under the screen of the system. The brightness of the captured shadows was measured
using the histogram tool of GIMP, and represented by a value between 0{255. Small and large
values indicated darkness and brightness, respectively. Table 4.1 shows the brightness of the
shadows when  is 0 and 45, and the dierence between them, for each combination. The
dierence between the brightness was the highest for combination (c), which shows that (c)
can cast the clearest shadows. However, the polarizer for infrared light is a black colored and
opaque material, because of which users cannot see the shadows if this polarizer is arranged
on the screen. Therefore, combination (b), for which the dierence between the brightness
was the second highest, was used for the system. The polarizer for visible light was arranged
on the screen, and the polarizer for infrared light was attached to an IR light source.
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Figure 4.3: Object-1
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Figure 4.4: Object-2
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Figure 4.6: Shadows with Object-1
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Figure 4.7: Shadows with Object-2
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Table 4.1: Lightness of casted shadows for three combinations of polarizers.
Combination Briightness ( = 0) Brightness ( = 45) Dierence of brightness
(a) 190.0 169.1 20.9
(b) 173.2 138.8 34.4
(c) 136.5 86.5 50.0
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4.4 Summary
This chapter presented a method for hiding information inside an actual object and viewing
the hidden information as shadows selectively by rotating the object. It will be possible to
add various information by combining the capture of markers and enhance the method for
creating extended shadows.
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5 Information Harmonization
This chapter describes a case study of the information harmonization (A2). This case study
uses physical surfaces of fur as information display media for harmonizing digital information
with physical objects and environments.
5.1 Introduction
The objective of this case study is to create a novel display that is in harmony with its
surroundings and adapts seamlessly to our living space. To achieve this, our proposed display
presents information in a nonluminous manner, because luminous displays (i.e., LEDs) are
too assertive for living environment. Rather than using a luminous display, this case study
intended to express information using the dierent shades of color that can be generated in
fur-like materials. When fur of an animal or the fur-like material of a blanket is stroked, the
shade appears dierently as the hair strands move in dierent directions. By incorporating
the proposed display into fur-based items, it is possible to present information in a novel
situation. For example, when a user strokes a blanket, the display may represent some sort
of information such as date or weather, and when included on the surface of a stued animal,
stroking could produce emotions or messages. The following sections introduce a prototype
of the proposed display as a study of the information presentation.
5.2 Fur display
The proposed display, which is named fur display can express information graphically in
a fur-like surface such as a carpet or blanket. The dierence in color shades that can be
produced by fur is caused by a change in the reection angle of light based on the angle
of thick the fur (Figure 5.1). The proposed system has a structure that mimics this angle
change in the fur (Figure 5.2). The structure consists of an aggregate of fur, wire netting,
a sponge, a rubber band, a board, a plunger, a solenoid, and partitions. The roots of the
fur are xed by the sponge, and the position of the fur is xed by the wire netting. The fur
angle is changed by moving the sponge. A board is attached beneath the sponge to change
the direction of solenoid motion. When the solenoid lifts the plunger, the sponge moves
horizontally. When the solenoid lowers the plunger, the sponge is pulled by the rubber band
to its former position. This method of changing the angle of the fur enables to control the
color of the fur. The proposed display produces information by placing multiple units in a
matrix and controlling each unit individually. Figure 5.3 shows a prototype system with a 4
× 4 matrix. In this gure, the fur in the eight left units is laid at, and the fur of the other
units is raised. The material used for the fur in the proposed display has been chosen to
ensure that the information produced is clearly visible. As a result, silk bers with diameter
0.6 mm and length 3 mm were adopted.
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Figure 5.1: Color changing mechanism.
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Figure 5.2: Unit structure.
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Figure 5.3: Proposed display.
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5.3 Experiment
The proposed display can present information by a change in the reection angle of light.
The visibility of the presented information can be changed according to lighting conditions.
This experiment veries how the color can be inuenced by dierent positions of light and
dierent viewpoints.
5.3.1 Procedure
Figure 5.4 shows the environment for the experiment. The fur is laid at on the right half
of the units, and the fur is raised on the left half of the units. The distance between the fur
display and the light source is about 800 mm. The brightness of the fur display surface is
measured under the following nine conditions using the parameters described in Figure 5.4:
 a1: light source position a and viewpoint 1
 a2: light source position a and viewpoint 2
 a3: light source position a and viewpoint 3
 b1: light source position b and viewpoint 1
 b2: light source position b and viewpoint 2
 b3: light source position b and viewpoint 3
 c1: light source position c and viewpoint 1
 c2: light source position c and viewpoint 2
 c3: light source position c and viewpoint 3
A photograph was taken of each condition, and the histogram tool of GIMP1 was used to
measure the brightness of the fur surface in the picture. The brightness was indicated with
256 stages (0{255) where a low value indicates dark fur and a high value indicates light fur.
The camera settings such as exposure were xed throughout the experiment.
5.3.2 Experimental result
Figure 5.5 shows the pictures of above each condition. Table 5.1 shows the brightness of the
units with at fur, brightness of units with raised fur, absolute dierence, and the contrast
ratio (brightness of units with at fur divided by brightness of units with raised fur) for each
condition. The brightness of units is an average brightness of two arbitrary positions in each
condition.
The c3 condition showed a brightness dierence of 28.55 and contrast ratio of 1.82, and the
visibility of the c3 condition was the best among all the conditions. The a1 condition had
the lowest visibility with a brightness dierence of 0.05 and contrast ratio of 1.0. In terms of
1http://www.gimp.org/
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Figure 5.4: Environment for the brightness dierence experiment using varying light source
positions and viewing angles.
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the lighting environment, the c position of the light source showed the largest values of the
brightness dierence and contrast ratio at all viewpoints. Thus, it is preferable that the light
source is positioned near the viewpoints. In terms of the viewpoints, viewpoint 3 showed
the largest values of the brightness dierence and contrast ratio among all the light source
positions. Thus, it is better for users to view the display from the lower position.
5.4 Related works
This section introduces two displays similar to the proposed display: they are the wet
display and the evaporation display[46, 47]. The wet display developed by Sokukawa et al.
has been used to present information digitally on the ground when the ground is wet. In
particular, this display used a mechanism of color change caused by the inundation of asphalt.
The wet display was composed of cells containing imitation asphalt,which consisted of small
pieces of black rubber and clear acrylic plates. Water could be held or released from the cell
by controlling the valve arranged under the cell. Each cell was controlled individually, so the
matrix of cells could present information using pixels. Figure 5.6 shows a prototype of the
display, where the left gure shows the dry state of the display and the right gure shows
an example of displayed information: a letter \S." Therefore, the wet display showed the
possibility of presenting digital information on the ground.
The evaporation display developed by Sonoda et al. has been used to present information
using color change caused by the evaporation of water applied onto a surface such as walls
and blocks. When the display gets wet, part of the surface dried more quickly than the rest
of the surface, so the display could present information with wet and dry areas. The speed of
surface drying was controlled by Peltier device.Figure 5.7 shows a pattern presented by the
evaporation display. Therefore, the evaporation display showed the possibility of presenting
digital information on walls and oors.
5.5 Summary
This chapter described a case study of the information harmonization with the surface of
physical objects. The case study enabled an adaptive description of information on physical
objects and environments using the dierent shades of color produced by changing physical
conditions. This approach will be further enhanced by incorporating a capacitance sensor for
the system input device to increase the interactivity of the system.
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Light source a Light source b Light source c
Viewpoint1
Viewpoint2
Viewpoint3
Figure 5.5: Photographs of the display at dierent light source positions and viewing angles.
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Table 5.1: Brightness dierence and contrast ratio.
raised fur at fur absolute dierence contrast ratio
a1 15.90 15.85 0.05 1.00
a2 20.00 19.05 0.95 0.95
a3 28.65 20.85 7.80 0.73
b1 18.15 22.00 3.85 1.21
b2 20.20 28.15 7.95 1.39
b3 28.35 44.15 15.80 1.56
c1 20.55 27.25 6.70 1.33
c2 24.65 41.15 16.50 1.67
c3 34.80 63.35 28.55 1.82
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Figure 5.6: Prototype of the wet display (Citation from [46]).
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Figure 5.7: Pattern presented with the evaporation display (Citation from [47] with alter-
ation).
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6 Information Elimination
This chapter describes a case study of the information elimination (A3). This case study
uses soft materials and fancy work in order to simplify complex information of physical objects
like electronic devices.
The purpose of this case study is to motivate novice users to develop an interest in elec-
tronic devices. The concept of techno-handicraft (Tekuno-Shugei in Japanese) is employed to
increase the motivation. Techno-handicraft is a physical computing paradigm that combines
fancywork (e.g., needle felting and stued toy making) with popular material and electronic
handicraft with electronic devices. Techno-handicraft intends to provide a novel handicraft
experience to novice users.
Based on this concept, a \Haconiwa" toolkit is proposed for electronic toy production.
The target users of this toolkit are those who have not had the chance to make electronic
handicrafts and engage in physical computing. The motivational characteristic of the toolkit
is the option to use fancywork to learn about electronic circuits, because the target users are
expected to be familiar with fancywork.
6.1 Haconiwa design
The objective of the Haconiwa toolkit is to enable a user to build simple electronic circuits,
such as a small illuminating or singing character, with minimum eort. A Haconiwa user
can make a miniature scenery by connecting various types of modules, which form an electric
circuit all together if correctly connected. This mechanism intends to help a user understand
how a circuit should be formed through a trial-and-error process. It is assumed that such
an experience will help naturally foster users' interest in electronic circuits and devices. The
toolkit consists of two types of modules: basement modules and object modules.
Each basement module serves as a component of the physical platform. As a conducting
wire is present inside a basement module, a circuit is formed when a set of basement modules
is connected.
Object modules are used to connect the basement modules. In each object module, some
electronic device, such as an LED and sound IC with small speaker, is installed inside.
Therefore, these object modules can provide dynamic expressions, such as light illumination
and sound production, when a circuit consisting of them is correctly formed. The appearance
of the object can be customized using handicraft material. Thus, users can decorate the
objects as per their own preferences. It is expected that a user would enjoy not only the
output result, (i.e., the accomplished scenery) but also the process of making the scenery.
Such an experience aids in learning how to make a circuit subjectively in an enjoyable manner.
As for the material of the conducting wire used in the basement modules, conductive threads
are used that can carry current in the same manner as metal wires. By using conducting
wires, connected basement modules become soft and exible, and can avoid the hardness felt
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with typical electric circuits.
For the connection terminal, a snap button commonly used as a handicraft material is
employed. Therefore, even if the user is a small child, he/she can create a circuit safely
without soldering electronic components.
6.2 Implementation
6.2.1 Basement module
A basement module functions as a connecting wire. This module is made using a square
felt of size 65 mm × 65 mm. Snap buttons made of metal are attached onto it and are
stitched using conductive threads. There are three types of basement modules: line type,
corner type, and T-type (see Figure 6.1). On the surface of the basement module, road
patterns made of felt material are attached in accordance with the wire pattern. This road is
an indicator of the wire pattern inside the basement module. This arrangement helps a user
visually discriminate wire patterns.
6.2.2 Object module
An object module has two roles: connecting two basement modules and serving as an input
or output device. There are four types of objects: LED, battery, switch, and connector (see
Figure 6.2). In each object module, a functional accessory is attached onto the object's base.
The object's base is made of a circular felt of diameter 35 mm. As the functional accessory,
electronic devices for input or output (i.e., LEDs and sound IC with small speaker unit) are
attached onto the object's base. In addition, snap buttons made of metal are attached onto
the object's base with connecting thread. In the following, we briey explain each object.
Regarding the connector object, the road made of felt material is attached, which is sim-
ilar to the basement module. The leftmost column in Figure 6.2 shows an example of the
connector object.
Regarding the LED object, two LEDs, for instance, are installed inside the object in par-
allel. Second gure from the left in Figure 6.2 shows the initial stage of the LED object.
Accordingly, a user can decorate textures to form preferred objects such as animals and
buildings. It allows users to create original LED objects without requiring to solder elec-
tronic materials.
Regarding the switch object, a button for needlecraft is attached. The button can be used
as a switch. When a user pushes the button, the switch changes to the \on" state. The
second gure from the right in Figure 6.2 shows an example of the switch object.
Regarding the battery object, a pond and a bridge are decorated on the object's base. The
rightmost column in Figure 6.2 shows an example of the battery object.
A user can discriminate the roles of these objects easily by glancing at the decoration.
Each kit has 18 basement modules, 2 LED objects, 2 battery objects, 2 switch objects,
and 12 connector objects. By using these objects, a user can construct two circuits. One is a
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series circuit that can illuminate a single LED object, and the other is a parallel circuit that
can illuminate two LED objects.
6.3 How to make a Haconiwa scenery
There are two steps to create a Haconiwa scenery: (1) form a circuit by arranging the
basement modules, (2) place objects to connect the basement modules.
To avoid wrong connections, a convex-type snap button is sewn onto the basement module
with conductive thread, and a concave-type snap button is sewn onto the objects with con-
ductive thread. A user can make his/her own original scenery by connecting these basement
modules and object modules.
To enhance the attractiveness, objects for decoration that do not have any electronic func-
tion are prepared. Following are examples of such objects, wood and an animal made of
needle felt. Figure 6.3 shows an example of a scenery created with the Haconiwa toolkit.
These objects are intended for the blank spaces of the basement modules. By placing these
objects, the appearance of the scenery turns into gaiety.
6.4 Supplemental material: reference card for providing instructions
When learning electronic handicraft, supplemental material for self-learning is desired. To
meet such a requirement, a set of supplemental cards are designed for novice users of electronic
handicraft to understand how to use Haconiwa objects. Figure 6.4 shows an example of the
supplemental cards.
In each card, the name of the object, photograph of appearance, circuit symbol, expla-
nation, and cautionary statement are provided. A user can refer to information selectively
catering to his/her level of knowledge and necessity. Each card can be used separately. In
addition, by placing the cards in a card pocket with an index, they can also be used as a
tabulated manual for holistic viewing. By using the cards, it is expected that users easily
understand the function of an object and related precautionary statements. When a hands-on
workshop is conducted with the Haconiwa toolkit, a workshop instructor can use the cards
for providing instructions.
Cards available at this moment is only the ones for explaining the function of the modules.
It will also be helpful to provide another type of cards that explain the theory of electronics
(e.g., mechanism of LED, dierence between a parallel circuit and a series circuit). Fur-
thermore, cards to show the gaming rules will be useful to raise the incentive for learning
electronics.
6.5 Summary
This chapter described a case study of the information elimination to attach simple infor-
mation to physical objects. In this case study, it is demonstrated the way how to simplify the
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Figure 6.1: Basement modules.
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Figure 6.2: Object modules.
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Figure 6.3: Haconiwa scenery example.
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Figure 6.4: Reference cards.
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appearance of physical objects that have complex information by using familiar materials.
Future work includes extending available object modules to perform various functions. In
addition, in order to motivate a user to create more creative Haconiwa sceneries, the type of
object modules should be increased. It is also expected that the interactivity of Haconiwa
can be improved if object modules with various sensors and micro controllers are developed.
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7 Discussion
7.1 Usage of Information Overlay
This dissertation presented a methodology for information overlay on physical objects,
and provided an answer to the research question: How should information are presented
adaptively in the real world?. The methodology for the information overlay was realized
with the three approaches: the information hiding (A1), the information harmonization (A2)
and the information elimination (A3). This section discusses usage and application of each
method of information overlay.
The information hiding (A1) is a method of inserting information in physical objects and
adaptively visualizing the internal information according to particular conditions. The case
study of A1 used property of infrared light and optical lters to insert information into phys-
ical objects. There are other methods for recognizing invisible information projected with
infrared light[59, 10], and methods for presenting information selectively by using polarizers
and 1/2 wavelength boards[51, 20]. They can be an approach to presenting information in
the real world, however the information hiding (A1) method is dierent in the way of in-
serting information into physical objects. This method enables information to be presented
selectively according to users' situations, i.e., not present all information, and this method
contributes to resolving a problem of information overload: (1) hindrance of users' awareness
of useful information, as mentioned in Chapter 1. This method is useful for the situation
in which people do not see any information although they have to provide information to
particular places and objects in the real world. In particular, this method can be applied
to signboards and plates including information related to merchandises in shops and restau-
rants. Such signboards and plates generally include details such as names, prices, categories,
materials used, and comments by shop assistants, and they are explained with somewhat long
sentences. However, all of the information is not always necessary. Kinds of information to
be shown are dierent depending on the state of the user (e.g., age, sex and reason for taking
an interest in the merchandise). Moreover, there is also the case in which the signboard itself
hinders an appearance of the display of merchandise. The method for information hiding can
control the amount of information and existence of information. However, limitations of this
method are that every information must be hidden beforehand and users have to be known
how to visualize information in advance. There are also limitations that only static informa-
tion or simple animation can be inserted into physical objects and the inserted information
cannot be replaced with other information.
The information harmonization (A2) is a method of acclimating information to the surfaces
of physical objects and visualizing the acclimated information gently from physical objects
and environments. The case study of A2 used property of physical material made with fur
to acclimate information to physical objects and environments. There is similar method for
expressing information in fur material[50]. This method enables users to acquire information
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by using handheld device, however the information harmonization (A2) method is dierent
in the way of visualizing the acclimated information gently from physical environments. This
method enables information to be presented gently by harmonizing information media with
view of the real world without emphasis, and this method contributes to alleviating a problem
of information overload: (2) interference with a view or the appearance of physical objects,
as mentioned in Chapter 1. This method is useful for the situation in which information has
been presented without emphasis in the real world. In particular, this method can be applied
to signboards existing in the public space. There are signboards presenting explanations
of sightseeing spots (e.g., remains, famous buildings and natural monuments) in the places
coming into view. However, sometimes a signboard itself hinders the appearance of the
sightseeing spot so that sightseers cannot see that scenery as it is. In addition, the method for
information harmonization can be also applied to places in which the existence of information
media and strong lights cannot be suitable (e.g., bed room and a room for therapy). People
are tired when they keep watching a display monitor for a long period of time, and the quality
of sleep declines because we stared at the display before sleeping. Information harmonization
can realize a method of presenting information that is easy on human eyes by using the
light from the natural environment and not strong articial light. However, limitations of
this method are that the visibility of information declines according to the brightness of
the environment, and the type of information and the timing of the presentation of the
information should be considered. There is also limitation that only simple gures or letters
can be presented because information can be expressed with two colors.
The information elimination (A3) is a method of attaching simple information to physical
objects and visualizing the abstracted information from physical objects. The case study
of A3 used property of familiar appearance of physical materials to simplify a process of
creating electronic circuit. There are similar methods for making electronic works easy by
using textiles and fancy works[5, 36]. These methods can substitute souring for electronic
work and allow users to create electronic circuit by familiar ways, however the information
elimination (A3) method is dierent in the way of attaching simple information to physical
object. This method enables the appearances of physical objects to change, including complex
information to simple appearances, which enables users to treat the physical objects only with
known information and experiences. This method helps reduce a problem of information
overload: (3) increase in cognitive load on users, as mentioned in Chapter 1. This method
is useful for simplifying the appearance of a physical object that has a high information
complexity. In particular, this method can be applied to electronic devices that have many
characters and buttons in the limited space of surfaces. Each piece of information and button
is installed on the device to allow users to control the various functions of electronic devices,
but users have to study how to use the electronic devices. Information elimination can be
used to replace a complex appearance with a simple appearance and make dicult tools easy
for novice users. However, the degree of simplication of information should be controlled
according to the users' knowledge levels and purposes for using devices because this method
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may also reduce the number of functions of the devices.
7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 Designing the User Context
This dissertation described a methodology for information overlay on physical objects for
the adaptive visualization of information in the real world, and this dissertation described
three approaches to information overlay on physical objects with case studies. It would also
be important to investigate an actual eld to survey users and environments in order to make
the approaches more robust in the real world. In the eld survey, the analysis needs to be
made from three points of views: the environment, people, and information presented at the
real spots. The analysis of the environment needs to be done with the following points.
 indoors or outdoors
 city or countryside
 temperature including the diurnal range in temperature
 noise
 changes in a scene of time
The analysis of people needs to be done with the following points.
 attributes
 number
 purpose for visiting
The analysis of the presented information needs to be done with the following points.
 what information media are available
 what types of information are presented from these media
 how important is the presented information for the people visiting the location
These survey will provide the basis for designing the users' context for the adaptive visual-
ization and will be of a great help to know how to apply the proposed methodology to an
actual physical environment.
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7.2.2 Combination of Information Overlay Methods
This research proposed three methods for information overlay on physical objects. These
should not always be applied individually, but two or three methods can be combined and
applied to an actual environment. For example, if the information hiding (A1) and the
information harmonization (A2) are combined, the hidden information can be visualized de-
pending on the particular situation, and the visualized information can be acclimated in a
physical environment. If the information harmonization (A2) and the information elimination
(A3) are combined, acclimating information in an environment can simplify the information
presented from actual spaces. Moreover, if the information elimination (A3) and the in-
formation hiding (A1) are combined, the information presented from physical objects and
environments is simplied by hiding complex information in the physical objects and the
hidden information can be visualized adaptively. The proposed methodology is scalable due
to such combination of information overlay methods with designing user context mentioned
as mentioned in the section 7.2.1.
7.3 Contributions
This dissertation described the concept of the adaptive visualization of information to solve
information overload in the real world, and this dissertation proposed a methodology for in-
formation overlay on physical objects and environments to realize adaptive visualization of
information. This proposed methodology can contribute to various elds, especially adver-
tisement, art and entertainment and human{computer interaction. This section describes the
possibilities of the contributions to each eld.
7.3.1 Advertisement
There are various types of advertisements such as yers, posters, signboards, bulletins,
display monitors and digital signage. Each advertisement includes a large amount of infor-
mation such as letters and pictures, and the most information is likely to be emphasized. This
methodology can contribute to improving the visibility and readability of the presented infor-
mation by controlling the amount of information. In addition, the proposed methodology can
control the degree of emphasis of the presented information and the degree of users' awareness
of this information. Moreover, the methodology can present detailed information from one
advertisement to only particular users by indicating how to visualize hidden information to
these particular users.
7.3.2 Art and Entertainment
Today, art and entertainment content has been created using information technology such
as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR). The proposed methodology intends to
present information adaptively by changing existing physical objects and environments into
a type of information media. It is useful for creating media installations and entertainment
spaces, and it can be helpful to challenges of developing interactive city [33, 52]. In par-
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ticular, the mechanism for visualizing information by the information hiding (A1) and the
information harmonization (A2) is considered with the characteristics of physical materials
and environments so that the combined method can be applied as a basic technology for
designing interaction with media or game contents. Moreover, the information elimination
(A3) is useful for providing physical objects having complex elements with entertainment and
humor.
7.3.3 Human{Computer Interaction
Since the proposed methods deals with presentation of information to users and entails in-
teractions between users and artifacts, this research has strong relationship with the study of
human{computer interaction. Various methods for presenting digital information via phys-
ical objects have been developed, but this research focuses on the use of the methods to
design interaction in the real world from a perspective of users. In the future, according to
the progression of the information society and ubiquitous computing, the amount of infor-
mation in the real world is expected to increase. The proposed methodology enables the
adaptive presentation of information to maintain better conditions for users' view, even if
the amount of information become enlarged. The proposed methodology will then realize
ambient information access in the real world.
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8 Conclusion
This dissertation proposed a methodology for information overlay on physical object to
presenting information adaptively in the real world.
Chapter 1 presented the problems of information overload and the existing approaches
to the problems. Information visualization has not been established yet as a solution for
information overload in the real world. This research focuses on controlling the visibility of
information in the real world, and addresses a research question: how should information be
presented adaptively in the real world? and described a methodology for information overlay
on physical objects.
Chapter 2 introduced related works about manipulating information via physical objects,
recognizing virtual information via physical phenomena, and understanding information via
simple materials. On the basis of the research objective and intended contributions, this
chapter explained that proposed methodology for information overlay on physical objects
consists of three approaches: the information hiding (A1), the information harmonization
(A2), and the information elimination (A3).
Chapter 3 described a case study of the information hiding (A1). The proposed system for
this case study enables the production of multiple shapes of shadows as hidden information
in the physical objects by casting infrared light. The shapes of the shadows are changed
by changing the wavelengths of the infrared light. This case study showed the possibility of
controlling the visibility of hidden information with control devices.
Chapter 4 described the other case study of the information hiding (A1). The proposed
system for this case study enables the production of multiple shapes of shadows as hidden
information in the physical objects by interacting with the physical objects. The shapes of
the shadows are changed by tilting the physical objects including the hidden information.
This case study showed the possibility of controlling visibility of hidden information by the
interaction with information media.
Chapter 5 described a case study of the information harmonization (A2). The proposed
system for this case study enables the acclimation of digital information to fur. The proposed
fur display enables the production of digital information from the surfaces of fur. This case
study showed the possibility of presenting information gently from a physical environment
without emphasis.
Chapter 6 described a case study of the information elimination (A3). The proposed
method for this case study attaches a familiar appearance to electronic devices to simplify
their complex appearance. This method allows novice users to experience electrical work
easily. This case study showed the possibility of presenting information simply from physical
objects.
Chapter 7 discussed the usage and application of each approach. The information hiding
(A1) is useful for the situation in which users do not see any information, although they have
to provide information to particular places and objects in the real world. The information
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harmonization (A2) is useful for the situation in which information has been presented with-
out emphasis in the real world. The information elimination (A3) is useful for simplifying the
appearance of a physical object that has a high information complexity. Then this chapter
discussed the future work and the contributions of this research to the elds of advertisement,
art and entertainment, and human{computer interaction.
Consequently, the proposed methodology for information overlay on physical objects en-
ables adaptive visualization of information in the real world and allows users to ambient
information access without the confusion associated with information overload.
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